
Because your
can deliver a

A cow’s milk-making system is
closely tied to protein availability.
After each feeding, she keeps
working on milk production only
as long as the nutrients keep

WAYNE 38% DARI-BLEN
Lancaster Farming, Saturday, March 11,1978

milking string
bigger check.

as many as eight different
sources. As one source is used
up the next carries on, like a
relay team. Result: Dari-Blen
feeding has boosted production
as much as 20% in many herds.
See one of the Wayne Feeds
dealers listed below. Ask him
about 38% Dari-Blen and the
ideal additive for dairy feed,
Waynextra for Dairy.
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working for her. And protein
the key.
That's why Wayne Dari-Blen's
timed release proteins mean so
much. With Dari-Blen 38 percent
supplement, you get protein from
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is Wayne cares about your dogs &
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WAYNE DRY DOG FOOD
Used and recommended by
professionals, who love and
know dogs best
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Pellets are grain and roughage,
protein, minerals and vitamins -

together with tasty cane molasses.i *<-
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